CHAPTER BUILDER

Exciting news! Theta Tau has introduced new recruitment technology to the fraternity. Your chapter can participate by responding below, but act fast as the number of opportunities is limited.

The technology is called ChapterBuilder. It was developed by recruitment experts at TechniPhi. The system mirrors software used by championship teams, fortune 500 companies, and high performing organizations outside the fraternity/sorority world. It replaces GoogleDocs and Excel – no more spreadsheets – and includes new communication and marketing tools that have never been available to any fraternity, until now.

The national fraternity staff has previewed the system and seen the results of other groups that Beta tested the system. It is simple to use, and it works! Theta Tau has an opportunity to become early adopters of the technology. This means your chapter would have a competitive recruitment advantage on your campus. It would also put you on the cutting edge within our organization so other chapters could look to you for feedback and guidance.

There may be opportunities to participate in the future. Please, only accept this invitation to participate if you are 100% committed to using new technology for year-round recruiting.

NEXT STEPS:

1. Click HERE for a brief video teaser of the technology. [https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WGbHO8fgZ0]
2. Reply to the Central Office here expressing your interest in Chapter Builder by March 15. Tell us if you are interested in becoming a pilot chapter of the
ChapterBuilder technology. Include the name(s) and contact information of your recruitment team.


SPRING 2016 DUES

Dues invoices were emailed on Feb 18. The Dues List supporting the invoice will be emailed out the week of February 22. Payment is due by March 15 to avoid the penalized (additional $10/person) rate. When it arrives, please consult that list and the email text that accompanies it for further detail and detailed instructions. Our thanks to Epsilon and Tau Gamma chapters for their especially early payment.

2016 NATIONAL CONVENTION

2016 National Convention - July 28-31

CREDENTIAL FORM DUE 4/1

Convention Credential Form

In accord with Bylaws, Chapter II, Delegates and Alternates to Convention shall be elected by a three-fifths vote of all the student members of the chapter as outlined on page 10 of the Policy & Procedure Manual.


Apart from a full schedule of learning, training, fun, and fellowship, a Theta Tau Job Fair will be held during the Convention.

ALUMNI HALL OF FAME

Nomination Packet

Hall of Fame webpage

Each chapter should identify alumni worthy of nomination for this honor based on the excellence of contributions to their profession(s) and/or to the Fraternity. Each chapter and alumni association should identify now, and then nominate alumni for consideration. A chapter may nominate 1 or 2, living or dead, regardless of chapter, place of residence, or chosen profession. Nomination forms are included in the link above.

Annual Awards Program

The Fraternity's annual awards programs will open next month so start planning your applications now for Website, Newsletter, Service, PD, Adviser, OSM, Founders, Schrader, & more.

About Us

Theta Tau
Professional Engineering Fraternity

The nation's Foremost Fraternity for Engineers

Founded 1904
Please nominate ones deserving this honor by **March 15.**

**NATIONAL ENGINEERS WEEK 2016**

Celebrate National Engineers Week (February 21-27) by sponsoring a professional event or related activity. This is the time we set aside each year to take pride in our profession and the many contributions engineers make to everyday life. Order supplies from the online **EWEK store** early for timely delivery. Learn more from **NSPE.**

**FRATERNAL LAW**

**January 2016 Issue**

The latest edition of Fraternal Law is linked above. Chapters are encouraged to post it on your chapter bulletin board or and educate yourselves as to the issues raised in this extremely valuable educational publication. Additional resources are available at [http://fraternallaw.com/](http://fraternallaw.com/)

**GRADUATION STOLES, CHORDS, MEDALLIONS**

**Stoles**  
**Chords**  
**Medallions**

Available through the **Online Store**, the Central Office now stocks Graduation **Stoles** for sale to your members approaching graduation. The cost is $20 each and come in the Fraternity’s Official Colors with either the Greek Letters or the Coat of Arms embroidered. Graduation **Chords** (at $12 each) and

Graduation **Medallions** ($20) are also available from the central Office, but order early as inventory of these items depletes rapidly.
ONLINE PLEDGE FORM

Online Pledge Form

Each chapter should have their current pledges complete the Online Pledge Form immediately. In accord with our laws, the Pledge Form is to be completed at very start of pledging.

FORM SUMMARY/DUE

NCR Semester School  NCR Quarter School
Chapter Officer Duty Calendar  Chapter Officers Manual
Annual Report – Semester  Annual Report - Quarter
Online Theta Tau Store  Policy & Procedure Manual

Officer Election Report, Membership Status, and Co-op Reports were due by January 15, but can be completed any time after December graduation. Please use the Initiation Report worksheet in the NCR link above to report Fall initiates within 2 weeks of the initiation date.

Consistent with practice for the last couple years, each chapter is to contemporaneously maintain record of activities, events, and member participation via the Annual Report files above. In completing this contemporaneously, your chapter will automatically/continuously be completing the Annual Report (the attendance/participation sheet is linked to the annual report sheets). Regular tracking and reporting in this manner will be beneficial to your chapter and its members and improve the overall positive fraternity experience we wish for all our Brothers while at the same time potentially mitigate increasingly strident university oversight. Use the participation/attendance worksheets; the Annual Report worksheets are locked.